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7

characters

The geekiest kid in school just became the biggest, 
buffest adventurer you’ve ever seen, but he’ll learn that 
true courage and confidence can’t be programmed.

dr. xander bravestone
(dwayne johnson)

Spencer gilpin

+

Fearless
Speed
Climbing
Smouldering Intensity
Boomerang

Generosity

strengths

- weaknesses

Yeah, baby.

Let’s go.

Curse? What curse?

We have to finish the game. I think  

we have to... “save Jumanji”... 

Unfortunately.

Holy... I’m kicking ass!

phrases

NOTICE:  Use of talent likeness is subject to talent approval and/or 
restrictions and may require more than 10 business days for a response.

INSTRUCTIONS:  Any of the phrases must always be used in conjunction with the prominent depiction
of the Movie Logo. For example, if the licensed product is a t-shirt which depicts an above-referenced 
phrase, the t-shirt must also depict the Movie Logo in a prominent manner somewhere on the t-shirt itself.

8

characters

When this intimidating athlete is cut down to size, he’ll 
adjust to being a supporting player instead of the star, and 
discover his strength isn’t his most powerful weapon.

franklin "moose" finbar
(KEVIN HART)

ANTHONY "FRIDGE"
JOHNSON

+

Cranial Assault
Expert Weapons Valet

Cake
Strength
Speed

strengths

- weaknesses

Living dangerously?

Jumanji? What does that mean?

I hate this game.

We gotta go, man!

You sacrificed me to a rhino!

phrases

NOTICE:  Use of talent likeness is subject to talent approval and/or 
restrictions and may require more than 10 business days for a response.

INSTRUCTIONS:  Any of the phrases must always be used in conjunction with the prominent depiction
of the Movie Logo. For example, if the licensed product is a t-shirt which depicts an above-referenced 
phrase, the t-shirt must also depict the Movie Logo in a prominent manner somewhere on the t-shirt itself.

9

characters

The girl next door is instantly transformed into a drop-
dead gorgeous bombshell. Can she embrace her new look 
and still stay true to herself?

ruby roundhouse
(karen gillan)

+

Karate
T’ai Chi
Jiu-Jitsu
Dance Fighting

Venom

strengths

- weaknesses

Dance fighting? Is that even a thing?

What are you looking at?

Something’s about to happen...

You guys like to dance?

I’ll handle these guys.

phrases

martha kaply

NOTICE:  Use of talent likeness is subject to talent approval and/or 
restrictions and may require more than 10 business days for a response.

INSTRUCTIONS:  Any of the phrases must always be used in conjunction with the prominent depiction
of the Movie Logo. For example, if the licensed product is a t-shirt which depicts an above-referenced 
phrase, the t-shirt must also depict the Movie Logo in a prominent manner somewhere on the t-shirt itself.

10

characters

The coolest girl in school just got a harsh reality check. 
Trapped in the body of an overweight, middle-aged man, 
her looks are no longer her greatest asset.

prof. shelley oberon
(jack black)

+

Cartography
Archaeology
Paleontology

Endurance

strengths

- weaknesses

I’m kinda dealing with something 

right now.

I’m having a crisis.

Whatever. Who cares.

I kinda nailed that.

What’s your vibe?

phrases

bethany walker

NOTICE:  Use of talent likeness is subject to talent approval and/or 
restrictions and may require more than 10 business days for a response.

INSTRUCTIONS:  Any of the phrases must always be used in conjunction with the prominent depiction
of the Movie Logo. For example, if the licensed product is a t-shirt which depicts an above-referenced 
phrase, the t-shirt must also depict the Movie Logo in a prominent manner somewhere on the t-shirt itself.

CHARACTERS
DR. XANDER BRAVESTONE 
(DWAYNE JOHNSON)

The geekiest kid in school just became the biggest, buffest 
adventurer you’ve ever seen, but he’ll learn that true courage 
and confidence can’t be programmed.

DR. XANDER BRAVESTONE 
(DWAYNE JOHNSON)

FRANKLIN “MOUSE” FINBAR 
(KEVIN HART)

When this intimidating athlete is cut down to size, he’ll 
adjust to being a supporting player instead of the star, 

and discover his strength isn’t his most powerful weapon.

RUBY ROUNDHOUSE 
(KAREN GILLAN)

The girl next door is instantly transformed into a 
drop-dead gorgeous bombshell. Can she embrace 
her new look and still stay true to herself?

PROF. SHELLY OBERON 
(JACK BLACK)

The coolest girl in school just got a harsh reality check. 
Trapped in the body of an overweight, middle-aged 

man, her looks are no longer her greatest asset.

The following untold tale takes place shortly after Spencer, Fridge, Martha, and 
Bethany arrived in Jumanji (In “Jumanji: Welcome to the Jungle”) and Shelly 

(Bethany) read the map indicating that they must reach the Bazaar…
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